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CHAPl'ER- V 

on the Possibility of Autonomy of analvtic statemen'S 

our earlier discussion has shown that analytic statements 

as distinguished from non-analyt.ic stateme~ts are o£ considerable 

interest to philosophers. As ~nderlying reason it has ~een pointed 

out, once we know that a certain statement is analytic, we know 

it to be true without any further .investigation o£ the world. Hence, 

genez:al tendenc;y is to treat analytiC statements as autonomous 

statements and it ~s said that_ whereas observation o£ the world 

is required to know the truth of non~analytic statements, 

autonomy of an; analytic statement seems to be the essence of it. 

Now, the J;JO.int is that £rom the preceding chapter it appears 

that the process of tmderstc;m~ng an expression. cannot .·go witho~ 

referring to intended meaning or context. Hence, referring to 

intended meaning or speaking of context-dependence stands as 
. ' 

question•mark before analyticity of the so-called analytic state-

ments. 

1n thi.s connection, arise two important answer-begging 

quest~ons such as, 

.(a) n it really possible to draw a clear-cut distinction 

betvreen analytic and non-analytic stat~ments? 

(b) Can we speak of eternal truths in connection with 

analytic statements? 
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However, the above two questions should not be considered 

as quest~ons totally different from each other. Rathe~, they should 

be viewed as somel'Dw interdependent. ~ fact,, to deny the distinction 

between analytic and non-analytic statements is nothing but reJec

tion of the concept :of eternal truth. In the sama manner, rejection 

of the Concept of eternal truth is another way to deny the very 

eJdstence of the so-called analytic statements •. 

Anyr...,ay, discussion on the above two quest£ons is not at 

all an easy task,since it has far-reaching consequences on other 

philosophical_issues pertaining to metaphysics, epj;,sterrology and_ 
so on •. Hence, witho~t going into details, I propose to discuss 

here two main lines of thought adopted by the phiio~opbers in . 

connection with the above questions.. ~d in this respect, _ .I would 

like to shot'i that since literal meaning. is not the_ only concern 

.of analytic statements. and since sue~ statements somehow depend 

on full•blooded meaning~ it becomes someWhat difficult to draw_a 

rigid distinction between analytic and rio~-analytic statements. 

In connection with th9. possibi~.ity o£ rigid distinction 

betv1een analytic and synthet:j.c statements some philosophers are 

of opinion 'l;.hat it is no't only the case that such distinction 

cannot be drawn rather, th;lnking of such dis'l;inction is ·merely 

an .i.l;l.usion. They deny the existence of a totally separate cl:ass 

of statements called analytic statements. Now, in order to e~tablish 

th.is particular view, philosophers have taken different measures .• 

Hence. with a view to den¥ the existence Qf such distinction Quine 
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has adopted two stand..,.points. From one stand•point he has tJ;ied to 

explain the notion of analyticity with the help ot ·some. allied.: .. 

concepts like· synonymy,· self-contradictory, necessary, etc. o·-n the 

assumption that· if any one o£ these could be satisfactorily 

explained, then other concepts could ·be ~plained in terms of it.-

NoWr in absence of a satisfactory explanation o£ any o~ these 

concepts, Quine rejects the notion of analyticity as unexplained 

one. From aru;>ther stan¢1-point,., he_ con~iders ·1 experienc::e:• as ttle 

fin~ co_urt_ of appe~ and point$ p~ th~1: i._t would be wrong ~ 

t:Qink that a cla;;;s ~f ~tatements whielf. ~-f? accep~d once as true, 

would ~e t1:;~ £or eve;: .. In ot)'le;: word~, according to Quine . .it 

would be wrong t9 ide~tify_ an~lytic tr~th as eternal truth. Quine 

thinks that. in pJ::"inctple# poss~il~t.y of revision belongs to any 

st.a"b;ment what.sc;;,ever. Henc~, Il9. ~ta~rnent is ~~e to revis~~n. 

Reg~ding the_possibiJ,ity of ~evision Quii?-e.ho~d~ that our con

.ceptu~ syst~m is a rnass~v~ a1_1icmce o_£ beliefs which face the 

tribunal of e:xperi~mc;~. collect.:~:v-ely and nc;>~. ip.deJ?endemtly an<! ~hen 

trouble strikes revis~ons can c;ome. 1 Thus, · possibility o£ revision 

does deny ~ot only the.sharp distin~tic::m between analytic and non

analytic s~ate11;1ent~, but eternal truths involving in .analytic 

statements as well. 

. ' 

1. Quine, w_v.o •• "Two Dogmas of·L~i$:.ie.tsm•, in From a Iogical 
.PO.int of V.tew, Harv~d Un.ivers'.it:Y :Press, i9S3, P• 41. 



Philosopher like Morton G. white also felt the need £or 

dropping the myth of a sharp distinction between analytic and 

synthetic statements. With this end in mind he has put fo~ard 

the following argtUllents. Firstly, he points out that the term 
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·• sel£.c:ontradictory' used in the definition of analytic statement 

·'the negation of an analytic statement would be sel£-contradictoq' 

is an ambi~uous term. It becomes really difficult to decide exactly 

in t:Jhat sense the term should be considered. Now, in whatever sense 

it may be used1 this particular term may be taken in the sense o£ 

producing sorne discomfort. If it be the case, \'lhite thinks, dis

comfort produced by denying an analytic statement lir..c;: ·•:All men 

are rational animal' and discomfort produced ~Y qer.:yi~g synthetic 

or non-analytic statement; like ... sbow is t·7h.i.te''. w-rould only be a 

l 
matte~ of degree. Hence, speaking_ of ~igid distinction between 

these two types of statements pecomes somewhat difficult~ 

secondly, TrJhite _thinks that any attempt. to sxplain analyti ... 

city in terms of synonymity \'lOUld be of no avail since the notion 

of synonymity .itself ,l.acJ~s a proper criterion. 

Following anothex- line of thoug~¢, some philosophers,. on 

the contrary,. argues that our us~ of analytic statement not only 

points to the very existence ot analytic statements,. but to the 

clear-cut distanction bea~een analytic and synthetic as well. 

1. vjhite, MOrton, G.,. The Analytic and the Synthet.j,c: An untenable 
Dual;Lsm, in semantics and the Philo~oJ?hl o:E Languaqe, edo by 

I4n~kYu_Lo-4'- UnivE;_.r::si ty qf -~l.l£no_is___)2,t:ess, 1952, pP. 281-282. 
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According to them, it is really hard to believe that there is no 

distinction bettrzeen two statements like 'All bache.lors are unmarried • 

and'~here is a book on this table•. Hence, they are of opinion that 

philosophers who try to ignore the distinction betl!reen analytic 

and sy.nthet~c statements, actually possess some beliefs which are 

somewhat incorrect. one such belief is that there are analyeities 

and synonymie:;t of a deeper nature that can be discovered not by 
' 1 

the lexicographer or by t.he linguist but only by the philosopher. 

Another such belief considers expressions like anaJ.yticity, synony

mity7 etc. as technical expressions and thinks that they can not be 

satisfactorily explained. In fact, philosophers· possessing such 

beliefs fail to realise that expr~ss.i.ons ·like. analyticity, sync,mymity_, 

etc. would not be required to be explained if they had not previous 

usages. Aecord.ing to Grice and strawson, 

"There can be no law where there is no customs# 
2 or rules where there are not practices•. 

Anyway# my point is that sine.e literal meaning is not the 

only concern of analytic statements, o.rawing of any sharp distinction 

between analytic &,d non-analytic statements becomas somewha~ 

difficult. And for '$r~1r.rin~( J.t we can go through the following 'b-110 

definitions of analytic statements. 

1. Putnam" Hilary, Mind. Language and Reality, CaTtibridge University 

1986~ PP• 3~37 •. 

2. Grice, H.P. and strawson, .l?.F., "In Defense of a Dogma11 , 

in glassics o£ Analytic Philosophy, ~do by Nnrnerman6 Robert Re, 

Tata McGraw Hill Publishing Co. Ltde 1 p. 349. 
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ACcording to one,, ·• in an analytic statement the predicate 

repeats the subject in whole or part•. Another aefmit.ion points 

out that • negation of an analytic statement would be self-contra .... 

dietary•. Now, follow~ing the definitions although it may appear 

that analytic staterrents are quite independent of context., a little 

reflection would enable us to show that analytic statements are 

not totally context-independent. 

In the first place., in order to understand the repeatation 

of •b~ts;tielor• intq • tmmarried man•·, • procrastination' 5.nto 'putting 

things off",· oculist• into •eye-doctox:•• etc. what is r~quired .:f.s 

the prior knowledge that. 'bachelqr• and ·•marr.ied man•, •procrasti

nation• and 'putting things Off', •ocullst•. and ·•eye-doctor~ are 

but. synonymous expressions •. The knowledge of synonymity is all 

that enable us to recognise the analytic statements and hence, 

regarded as context of such statements. 

secondly,. i.t has been said that the negation of an analytic 

statement 'Rose is rose• would involve self-col'ltradiction. Now, 

the point is that,. without having a concept of rose the negati9n 

of the above statement does not involve self-contradictoriness. 

According to JUstus Hartnac~ to have a concept about something 

impUes the existence of something which is independent of the 

person who knows the concept,. ~he concept is that which determines 

how the relevant words and expressions are used; in other wo~ .. 

concept determines.the rules of depth grammar. Now, since such 

rules carry v1ith them a certain necessity the violation of rules 
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involves contra~ictions. Hence, knowledge of ~ules along with i.ts 

i 

application i.s ~egarded as context here. 
I 

That ana~ytic statement does not exclus.ively depend on 

literal neaning]can be shown by t~ following facts. 

(~l If l~teral meaning were the sole concern of analytic 

statements and ~ntension would not be counted as a factor at all, 
' 

then statements like ·•punlop is Dunlop', • RabinClranath is 

,Rabindranath' wquld be treated simply as anaJ.ytic statements. NOW, 
I . 

the fact is tba1i. although the above statements appear as analytic 
! . 

in the.ir surfacEt structure, aci;;ually they are no'&: so. 

(.1.1J Whil4 trying to 9.et the pupil acquainted wi~ the 

synonymous worc:l*# a teacher may utter t.he expression 'bachelors 
i 
' are unmarried m~• .. Here# the expression in any way., would not 

be counted as a.Jjlalytic sta"t;ement. In fact, this particul~ use 

stands on ~he w4iY to treat • bachelors are unmar.r ied men• as 

analytic statem~t. 

U.ii) If att.alytic statements were quite independent of context 

and literal mealning were the only concern of such statements, then 

aa the senten~s. ~onstructed out of synonymous terms as defining 
I 

i 
in a dictionarxr could be counted aa analytic. 

1 • . • 

Anyway, ·the above account clearly points out that the 

literal meaning is not all to determine analyticity of a statement. 

1. Hartnack, Justus, Languase and Philosoehz, Mouton, Paris, 

1972, P• 21. 
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In other words, we are in need of something other than literal 

meaning to determine analyticity. Hence, if analytic statement .be 

called as context-free staterrent, it is only immediate or remote 

context we are referring to. 

Now, the moment we arrive at the point that it is impracti

cal to think of r .igid dist.inction between analytic and synthetic 

statements, we get the instant answer of the question namely, •can 

we speak of eternal truths in connection with analytic statements?' 

In fact, in absence of a rigid distinction these two types of 

statements cannot be treated as exclusively separate class of 

statements. Acco;dingly it follows that analytic ot" eternal truth 

and synthetic or· contingent truth cannot be treated as totally two 

distinct types of truth. According to Sibajiban Bh~ttachar,yyaJdue 

to change of the concept of eternal truth the <tistd.nction between 

analytic and synthetic has been reduce~ ~o a difference in degree. 

Propositions of logic and pure mathematics consid~red as eternal 

truth down the ages, seem to have suffered at the . hands of modern 

logicians.- Hence, it becones somewhat difficult tcp maintain that 

eternal truths would remain the sane forever ~d _forever~ And co:nse-

quently, it would be difficult also to speak of analytic statement 

as such,rather analytic to a relative syste~1 

1• Bhattacharyya, sibajiban, "The concept of A priori"., in 

T.he Visva-Bharati Journal of Philosophy, Vol. II, Number .I, 

August 1965., P• .3 9. 
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~he above di~ussion shows that attempt to clarify the 

notion of analyticity .leads to 't;he ~equi.rement of cla.r 1; icat.ion 

of tt-ro other allied concepts such a$, conc~pt of synonymi.ty and 

the concept .of meaning. In .<;ourse of dl.scuss.ion on these three 

notions,it ha.$ been ~ticed that ~ach of the no*ions had to face .. 

certain questions peculiar to its own. Now~ in addition to such 

questions1 two general questions may also be raised in the· following 

foJJn;: 

(i) Should we consider any of thes~ three notions as IOOre 

fundamental at least in the present con.text? 

{ii) :tf clarification of the notion of analiticitJr requires 

the help of the other two notions such as synonymlty and meaning. 

would it be possible to draw a line of distinction .between the 

sphere of epistemology and the sphere of language1 

In connection with (JJ . .I would like to pOint out that thE! 
I 
I 

earlier discussion on the three notions such as analyticity, 
) 

synonymity and meaning reveals the fact that in t!he present 

context, the role of synonymity .is nore fundamental than the 

remaining two. Synonymity plays a s.ign!fi.cant ro lie in explaining 

analytic,ity on the one hand and the meaning on the other,. A little 
-

reflection on ~~TlVv~1ty and meaning'would make the point clear~ 
-· -- - .. --:.· ,- . - ~ 

An,Yt-1ay. . an analytic statement has been de1f ined as a state

ment in which ·*p.z:ed.tcat~;:: is already contained in. the subj.ect•,. 

Now~ in order to understand the underlying princi'ple of an a."lalytic 



statement we are to know what is meant by the phrase • predicate 

is contained in the sul::>ject•. And to know it we have no other 

way than to look at the notion of synonymity. J:t is only with 

the help of this notion that we come to know how an expression 

can repeat itself in guise of another expression. Thus, one who 

does not know. that ·•oculist• and •eye doctor• cure synonymous 

expressions would fail to ~rasp the statement 'An oculist !Ls an 

eye-doctor' as an analytic one. vlithout the presupposition of the 

notion of synonymity, analytic statements like 'Bachelors are 

unmarried .men•.. ·• ;J?rocrastination means putting things off',. 

'Gradually means bit by bit• can in no way be explained,. Hence., 
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philosophers feel the need to find out the criterion o;f synonymity. 

It has been thought that it is only with the help of such criterion 

that ~alyticity can properly be explained •. Hence, sometimes it . . . . 

is said that analyticity of a. statement follows from the synonymity 

of t~ terms involved therein. 

In the same way it can. be pointed out that one• s under

standing of the notion of me~~ing necessarily presupposes his 

understanding of the notion ot synonymity. According to Alston, 

"'• ••• in saying -vrhat the meaning of an expression is, 

what we do is not to designate some entity which could 

be called the meaning of the expr~ssion, bu~ rai;her to 

exhibit another expression which has some sort of 

equivalence \'fith the first". 1 

1. Alston, P., "Meaning and use", in The Theory of Meaning, ed. by 

Parkinson, G,.H.,R., Oxford University Press, 1978, P• 146. 
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Hence, without-~he prior ~nowl~d~e of the not~on of ·~~ 
synonymity meaning 

of an __ ~xpre.~_sion can ip. no .. way_ be detE?rmined.-,..Now .the:- point is that 
-- -. -- •-" • ··- ·.. . ·,_: - ·~-- - .-· - ~~--=-- . . . -

with the help of the notion of synonymity we can determine not 

only meaning of. an expression.t but can convert theories of meaning 

into theories of synonymity.. If meaning of an expression would 
I 

always be another expression, question like •what do we mean by 

meaning of an ~pression• should not arise. Hence, the .basig 

guestion of mea:ning •mat woul<.i Pe _tl].e_crite~iq_n_to determine 

meaning of an eixpression?' t-1ould turn into the question •what 

would be the c~iterion to determine a svnonwous expression serving 

as meaning of another expression?• As a result, the so-called 

theories of meaning _t..rould take the following forms. •·orhe meaning 

of an expression is its referrent• would turn into 'the meaning 

of an expression is amther expJ:ession having the same re:ferrent', 

• too meaning of: an expression is an idea'' would be • the meaning 

of an expressic•n is another ~pression evoking the same idea• ,.. 

• the neanil'lg of an expression is its use 11 would turn into ·0 meaning 
! 

of an expressi~n is another expression having the same us~~· and 

so on. MOreover,. the role of synonymity is equally signif;tcan~ 

even when •·meaning of an expression 1 is cont!idered as understanding 

a process. Thei particular process inVolves two types of meaning 

such as, intended meaning and received meaning. And it is only 

on the synonymity of these two types of meaning that understanding 

an expression depends.. Absence of such synonymity results in 

misunderstanding or misinterpretation. 
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Hence, it appears that without taking intO account the 

fundamental role of synonymity, any explanation of the notion of 

analyticity and the notion of meaning would bound to be incomplete. 

Now# in connection with (ii) it can be said tlfat since 

explanation of a concept of epistenology, i.e •. analyticity cannot 

go without explaining two concepts of language such as, synonymity 

and meaning, question may naturally ar.tse regarding the jurisdiction 

o£ different. branches of philos()phy in general and epistemology and 

language in l,part.icul~. In dealing with such question,. I think it 

necess~y to know the exact .relation between philosophy and language. 

Philosophy has been defined. as understanding and awreciating of 

life and universe. Now, thinking and understanding of life and 
. . 

universe means tlU.nk..ipg ~d understanding· oi: certain problems 
. . 

for-mulated in a language. Hence, language is a neqessary condition 
1 ' 

(though not s(,lfficiel)t) for philosophi~al thought~ ln fact, 

without a language .it is hard to think, to. under~~and and so on. 

And from this !Lt does not follow that philosophic::~ problems and 

proble&-ns o£ lenguage are identical, that. is to say, area of dts

cussiqn in respect o:f philosophy ?Del language is the same • .It. ·is 

only to say that. s~nce philOsophical problems are~ formulated in . 

a language they have some sort' of dependence on languag~. ~ence, 

clarification o£ the problems o£ language is a necessary step to 

1,.. aartnack, Justus,. Larl~uage and Philosophz,. MOaton, ~he Hague, 

.Paris, 1972, P• 9• 
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under$tand philosophical pxoblems properly. Thus. language makes 

its appearance as a distinct branch of philosophy and has been 

considered as a subject o£ study. 

Anytt~ay- as a distinct branch of philosophy) language sb:a~ld 

not be considered iri the same way as epistemology or other branches 

of philosophy are considered. .Philosophy o£ language should better 

be treated as an area .in the philosophical investigation of con

ceptual knotli'ledge. It is that area v1hich seeks to learr.1 what can 

be learnt about conceptual knowledge from the manner in l'lhich such 

knot'!ledge is expressed and conm.1un.icated in a language,,. 

A little reflec·t.ion Ttlill show us that due 'be the pervasive 

nat-ure of .language problems cancerning language. crop up in almost 

all the branches of philosophy and consequently, i:t becomes. some• 

viha't difficult to mark a clear•c;:ut juri,s9.iction of language .. 

Metaphys.ics as a branch of philosophy has been roughly characterised 

as an attempt to formulate the ItDst general and peJ:yaaive facts 

about: the world and some philosophers have tried to ,get at some 

of thase :fundamental facts by considering the fundamental features 

of the language we t.:~se to talk _about the world.. Alston thinks that , 

Plato points to the pervasive nature of language 'illhile he says that 

if a number of. ind.:!.v·.iduals have a common name-.,,: we assume them to 

have a correspondj~9 idea.1 

l. Alston, P., .Philosophy-of. Language, .Prentice-Hall of :tndia 

Private Ltd .. New Delhi, 1988, PP• 1•2. 
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Like metaphysics, logic as a branch of philosophy is very 

muc..l} concerned wi tb language. !.Og:ic has been defined as an attempt 

to devise criteria fol:' separating· valid from invalid inferences. 

Now, analysis· of an inference depends on an analysis of the state

ments that f.igure as premises and conclusions~. Acco.t:ding to Alston:1 

the £orrn of statement on t-1hicp de];)ends the validity or inva]J.dity 

of an inference :is nc>thing but the kinds of terms the statements 

contain and the way in t"lhich these terms are conibined in the state

ment-.1 

Epistemolo'.;{y o;r science i;,f knov.rledge meets b-ith· language 

in connection with a number of p~oblems and a~ong ~~nse the problem 

of analyticity .is mentionworthy. Regardirl:g an.alyt.:fjc knowledge 

questions arise in the following forms: In i.·lhat wa'!l' th$ particular 

no~ion of ana.lyticity can be explained7. That is to say6 in t-Tpat k'1ay 

an analytic statement expressing analytic knowledgt~ can be .identi

fied? c~ we identify such a statement as merely aa apriori state

ment' o.t:, can :t'ie identify an analytic sta~ement as merely a necessary 

statement? Again, since in an analytic statement the subject term 

and the predicate term are but synonymous exp.ressi~ns or expressions 

having the same meaning question may arise ~ Can the notion of 

analyticity be defined in terms of the notion of synonymityi or#' 

in terms of the notion of meaning? Hence, questions concerning 

1.. Alston,. p.,, E.h.ilouophy o£ Languasae, .Prentice-,Hall of lndia 
Pvt. Ltd.# Ne'li'J Delh:L, 1988, P•· 3. 



analytic kn6wlec1ge inevitably lead to the questions like • what 

it is for an expression to have meaning? • What do we mean when we. 

say that two expressions are synonymous?•· 

All the above questions make one point c~ear that explanation 
' 

of some concepts o£ epistemology presupposes explanation of some 

concepts involving in language~ Hence, the problems of epistenDlogy 
' 

may tum into problems o£ language in ;!).QJ:'mal course admitting no 

sharp demarcaticrn between these two branches o£ pr4.losop~y.· ~d I 

think that sinqe.philosQphy deals with the conceptual_knowledge of 

the universe as ·a '"~hole, ?mY clear .... cut demarcatiQn among the different 

branches of philosophy should not be en~ertained. Though there are 

difference.s am:>Z:Jg the various branches· of philosophy •. a deeper 
I 

understanding: re,veals that such differenass ~.re not fundanElntal 

o~es; they are rather apparent and im,posed distuLctions. 


